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To boost competitivity, enterprise IT departments are continuously 
challenged with making the business more e�  cient and with adopting 
innovation initiatives, especially to accommodate easier growth capability.

BullSequana S series from Atos o� ers a new kind of enterprise servers, 
ready to meet the accelerating demand for extreme computing power. 
BullSequana S servers distinguishes with their exceptional scalability - 
from 2 to 32 processors and up to 48 TB RAM and 64 TB NV-RAM in a single 
system - enabling consolidation of high-demanding business applications 
while preserving and optimizing investments.

With BullSequana Agility, Atos continues to enrich the BullSequana S 
portfolio to provide storage-optimized solutions for speci� c use cases 
where virtualization and scaling horizontally (scale-out) is required to meet 
the high demand for extreme agility at the speed and operational e�  ciency 
of Cloud services, while lowering IT costs.

BullSequana Agility provides, in one highly dense 2U rack-mounted building block, a balanced hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) optimized 
for VMware vSphere® for server virtualization and VMware vSANTM for software-defined storage. It combines new entry-level BullSequana SA 
servers based on the 2nd generation AMD EPYC™ processors, Hybrid or all-flash storage and optional graphics processing units (GPUs) – and 
virtualizes all, consolidating them into a single manageable portal. BullSequana Agility thus enables all resources to scale simultaneously as 
building blocks, while simplifying infrastructure deployment and reducing operational complexity.
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Bringing agility at scale



Contrary to HCI solutions that combined hardware and virtualization software from a single vendor, BullSequana Agility has been fully integrated 
with the market-leading VMware software stack (VMware vSphere® and vSANTM). Supported on various certified x86 servers, among them 
BullSequana SA servers, VMware Hyper-converged software gives enterprises the agility deploy their infrastructure in a variety of ways, avoiding 
“vendor lock-in” which is a big concern for most of companies.

VMware vSANTM provides seamless integration with VMware vSphere® making BullSequana Agility a simple and balanced platform for virtual 
machines and maximizing BullSequana SA all-flash or hybrid storage. BullSequana Agility can scale easily and linearly without disruption from
2 to 64 nodes, according to your business needs, with vSANTM allowing to simply create a distributed shared data store within the cluster.

VMware vShpere® + vSANTM

Virtual SAN data store
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VMware vSANTM, the leading Software Defined Solution (SDS) for open agility

The bene� ts
BullSequana Agility brings Cloud-like flexibility to on-premise datacenters, fully off ering a path to the Hybrid Cloud:

A turnkey and fully integrated solution that combines compute, storage, networking and virtualization in a single system 
which is managed through a single management interface. BullSequana Agility uses a modular building-block approach with a 
single pool of virtualized resources.

Easy to manage, deploy and scale, compared to traditional SAN-based infrastructures. Each node supports many fully 
protected VMs, with all the nodes managed as a single entity from a unique management interface, vCenter®, removing the need 
to log on to multiple interfaces.

Ready for Hybrid Cloud: combined with additional Cloud management, automation and orchestration software, BullSequana 
Agility can simplify the path to Hybrid Cloud by delivering a common platform to private and public Clouds.

Easy procurement with a single point of contact.

Predictable performance with high performance storage with reduced latencies. Inline deduplication, compression and 
optimization enable to minimize I/O and network traff ic.

Optimized costs with lower CAPEX, no over-provisioning, lower operational expenses and the ability to have a pay-as-you-grow approach.



A natural choice for Hybrid Cloud

Moving business applications to the Cloud is attracting more and 
more companies, as it off ers a high level of flexibility with a service-
delivery model that users can control and pay for as they need. 
But moving the entire IT infrastructure to the Cloud is not a simple 
operation lasting a few weeks or months. It can take several years. 

Cloud computing is a game-changing technology. For a successful 
migration to the Cloud, most organizations need to prioritize their 
applications according to their simplicity to migrate. Unsurprisingly, 
legacy applications are the most challenging as they are not 
designed for the Cloud. Although it may seem contradictory, their 
Cloud transformation will involve a refresh of the on-premises 
infrastructure, with virtualization and the need for normalization 
between the public Cloud and the on-premise data center. This is 
called the Hybrid Cloud.

Thanks to BullSequana Agility, and its virtualization capabilities, 
you can modernize your legacy on-premise environment and 
be prepared for a future Cloud migration without redeveloping 
applications. BullSequana Agility brings Cloud-like flexibility to on-
premise applications with the support of a common management 
platform and set of tools, enabling to deploy services the same way 
on every Cloud – private, Hybrid or public.

In addition, for cost reasons, some applications are not well adapted 
with the Cloud providers’ metering and billing, e.g for data-intensive 
applications with invoicing per outgoing data transfer. The 
BullSequana Agility can be used to host these applications on a 
long-term period until the end of their lifecycle or their migration to a 
suitable Cloud service.

Main use cases of BullSequana Agility

Diff erent levels of Cloud Hybridization
• Support in the operating system of SDKs (Software Development Kits) and APIs (Application Program Interfaces) for Cloud providers, including Microsoft 

Azure, Google and Amazon Web Service, enabling the development of new applications wherever on public or private Clouds.

• Integration of VMware vSphere® and vSANTM with BullSequana Agility Ready Nodes allowing customers to take advantage of the same operating 
environment in their own datacenters and on the public Clouds. 

• Cloud management and orchestration on top of BullSequana Agility can be provided by VMware vCloud Foundation.  

• Finally, BullSequana Agility off ers a convenient and secure cloud-like platform for companies that need to stay on-premise to be compliant with their data 
governance policies.

A flexible solution for Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) was probably one of the original 
primary use cases that has favored the introduction of hyper-converged 
infrastructure into companies, in order to simplify the deployment and 
management of desktops while reducing costs. Each end-user accesses 
his own working environment hosted in a virtual machine (VM) that lives 
within a remote centralized server, as if it were running locally. 

To get the full benefits of VDI, it is important to choose the right 
infrastructure. Performance is probably one of the main challenges of VDI, 
as applications and data storage reside on the remote server to which a 
high number of users are connected, resulting in I/O intensive workloads. 

BullSequana Agility provides a flexible solution for better business 
agility and worker mobility while driving down costs without sacrificing 
performance. BullSequana Agility leads on a balanced and storage-
optimized architecture embedding low latency flash storage enabling 
enterprises of any size to harmonize everything across employees and 
give them access to their applications and online services with very fast 
processing and response times from anywhere and anytime.

In addition, BullSequana Agility allows to add users and virtual desktops 
easily and to expand or shrink configurations by adding or removing 
nodes according to your needs. 

Finally, with the support of NVIDIA GPUs, BullSequana Agility is well-suited 
for graphic-intensive VDI environments.
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A general-purpose virtualization solution
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When discussing digital transformation and moving to the Cloud, agility 
is one of the primary justifications. Agility is also a primary reason why IT 
managers are introducing HCI solutions in their datacenters.  And when 
we talk about HCI, we imply virtualization for both compute and storage.

BullSequana Agility easily consolidates compute, storage, network and 
virtualization into one infrastructure stack that operates as an elastic pool 
of resources. In a way, combining storage with compute is a return to 
the past, but in the same time it eliminates the need for a highly skilled 
administrator or a team to manage the traditional SAN environment. 

BullSequana Agility is ideally suited for small to large scale-out workloads, 
as it can very quickly accommodate unanticipated resources demands, 
especially for storage capacity. Indeed, with the increasing volume of 
data, predictability is becoming a big challenge for most customers and 
the way the solution will manage unpredictability after purchase is an 
important factor in their decision.

Key BullSequana Agility functions are managed by VMware vSphere® 
and vSANTM. Implementing vSANTM gives access to key technologies, 
such as data reduction, deduplication and compression that easily enable 
the reduction of storage capacity with minimal impact on performance. 
This is managed through vCenter® Server and supports vSphere® cluster 

features such as vMotion®, HA, Distributed Resource Scheduler™ (DRS) 
and Fault Tolerance (FT).

Furthermore, VMware vSANTM off ers built-in-security features 
guaranteeing data protection and compliance with security policies 
requirements.



1 socket
2U

Storage optimized: price/TB, disk density
Balanced infrastructure

Agility

2 sockets
2U

2 sockets
2U

with up to 3 GPUs

2 sockets
2U
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Find the platform that � ts your business need
With longstanding experience in system integration and service delivery across a range of 
industries, Atos ensures that technology delivers on its promise for business. As a VMware 
Principal Partner, Atos, with more than 1200 certified experts, demonstrates architectural and 
deployment mastery of data center virtualization and hyperconverged infrastructures.

With BullSequana S customers can take advantage of modern platforms with the ability to 
choose the infrastructure of their choice according to their business needs.

Scale-out deployments 1 & 2 CPUs nodes

Scalable 2U modules - 2 CPU-pace upgrade

BullSequana SA20G BullSequana S200BullSequana SA20BullSequana SA10



Performance optimized
Outstanding scalability; Investiment protection

Optimized TCO through consolidation

2-4 sockets
4U

2-8 sockets
8U

8-16 sockets
21U

16-32 sockets
42U

BullSequana S3200
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Scalable 2U modules - 2 CPU-pace upgrade

BullSequana S400 BullSequana S800 BullSequana S1600
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reproduced, copied, circulated and/or distributed nor quoted 
without prior written approval from Atos.

About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation 
with 110,000 employees in 73 countries and 
annual revenue of € 12 billion. European 
number one in Cloud, Cybersecurity and 
High-Performance Computing, the Group 
provides end-to-end Orchestrated Hybrid 
Cloud, Big Data, Business Applications and 
Digital Workplace solutions. The Group is the 
Worldwide Information Technology Partner 
for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and 
operates under the brands Atos, Atos|Syntel, 
and Unify. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), 
listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.

The purpose of Atos is to help design the 
future of the information space. Its expertise 
and services support the development of 
knowledge, education and research in a 
multicultural approach and contribute to the 
development of scientific and technological 
excellence. Across the world, the Group 
enables its customers and employees, and 
members of societies at large to live, work 
and develop sustainably, in a safe and secure 
information space.

Find out more about us 
atos.net 
atos.net/career

Let’s start a discussion together

Brochure


